
DSAP Motivational Interviewing (MI) & Positive Youth Development (PYD)
Techniques Tally and Time Calculations

Member 
Name: Youth ID: Month:

Total HOURS of PYD: Total MINUTES of MI: 

Instructions: Each time you use an MI technique with a particular young person, add a tally mark in the appropriate box. 
At the end of each month, total the tallies in each box. Estimate (to the nearest 5 minuntes) how many MINUTES you've spent 
using MI techniques with the young person for the month. For PYD, record the number of HOURS spent with the young person.

Open-Ended Questions: Affirmations:

Setting a goal example questions: - affirm their strengths, values, 
aspirations, positive qualities

- recognize their efforts, 
progress, success, 
accomplishments

-What is one thing you want to accomplish today?
-What is a goal you have for this 

project/assignment?
-What is one change you would like to make?

-What do you think you need to work on?
Total tally = Total tally =

Identifying motivation example questions: Reflections: (ie. repeating, rephrasing, paraphrasing)

-Why is that important to you?
-Why do you want to work towards this goal?

-What are the top three reasons to do it?
-Why would you want to make this change?

- restate something they said
- articulate their ideas, 

perceptions, feelings
- state something that brings to 

light a deeper meaningTotal tally =

Total tally =

Acknowledging feelings example questions:

-What are the pro’s and con’s of pursuing this goal?
-What are the advantages and disadvantages?

-How do you feel about this change?
-What would it be like to be successful in this?

Summaries:
- pull together and link relevant 

information
- help bridge and transition 

between topics
- highlight and focus on priority 

content and feelings
Total tally =

Making a plan example questions: Total tally =
-What are you interested to try?

-How might you go about it, in order to succeed?
-What are your options?

-What has worked for you in the past?
-So, what do you think you will do?

Other MI Techniques:

Total tally =

Other open-ended questions

Total tally =

Total tally =


